Muskan follows Raj Bhavan on adventure tourism

ITANAGAR, Aug 1

The Muskan Society, synonymous with caring mothers, is organizing a climbing expedition in collaboration with Raj Bhavan and department of Tourism at Banderdewa tomorrow.

Emulating the initiative of the Governor Gen (retd) JJ Singh, his wife Anupama Singh, who is the president of Muskan Society, is initiating the expedition to inculcate spirit of adventure and to develop close connection with nature among the young minds.

In addition to it, the venture by the Muskan and Tourism department will go a long way in promoting adventure tourism in the state, which has huge potential in this regard.

As many as 30 students from Vivekananda Kendriya Vidyalaya, Banderdewa, along with senior officers of state government and police and members of the Muskan Society are taking part in the programme. The participants will be going on a track, through hillock, dense forest and enjoy panoramic view of the plains of Assam.

The expedition will be flagged off by Anupama Singh. It will start from Firing Range of PTC, Banderdewa, going towards West and turn to South, culminating at the Range site again, covering a distance of more than 5 Km.

It may be mentioned here that with the initiative of Raj Bhavan, the Tourism department in collaboration with department of Sports & Youth Affairs and logistic support from 4 Corps of Army organized a river rafting programme recently.